We have committed to improve high quality technology and safety in production so that we can provide customers real taste and genuine flavor. For further leveraging of our effort to improve production technology and safety, we are tackling the activities to compost food processing wastes for resolving to our contracted farms to enhance quality and amount of production. With a help from local residents, we are aiming to enhance these commitments to contribute the promotion of agriculture and industry in Okhotsk and Hokkaido area.

Major Product Lines:
Production and sales of varieties of foods using wasabi: varieties of wasabi (powdered, kneaded, grated, and grated raw wasabi); horse-radish; grated raw ginger; mustard; grated raw garlic; osuimono (Japanese consommé); kneaded Japanese sour plum; sause for “Kabayaki”; dressings; soup for seafood pot dish (nabe); and other foods.

Corporate Overview

Address: 276-1, Yobito, Abashiri, Hokkaido 0992421 Japan
Company Representative: Hakusei Kobayashi, president
Phone: +81-152-48-2718  FAX: +81-152-48-2502
URL: http://www.kinjirushi.co.jp/
Foundation: October, 2002
Capital: 10,000,000 Yen
Employees: 44
Category of Business: Manufacturer
Business Overview: Manufacturing and sales of wasabi related foods and other foods
Contact: Masakazu Kikuchi, an actinghead of a section
E-mail: m-kikuchi@kinjirushi.co.jp